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DEDICATION
This book is dedicated to increasing the level of Peace and
WorldPeace in the world human society.
WorldPeace is a possible dream.
When peace becomes our priority,
WorldPeace will become our reality.
- Dr John WorldPeace JD
WorldPeace is a journey,
not a destination.
- Dr John WorldPeace JD
This is our cry,
This is our prayer
Peace in the World

ACKNOWLEDGMENT
JESUS CHRIST
I am a Spiritual Christian, not a Corporate Bureaucratic Christian. I absolutely
believe in the Resurrection. I absolutely believe in the following words of
Jesus because I believe in Hebrews 8:10-11. “Ask and it will be given you, seek
and you will find, knock and it will be opened to you. For everyone who asks receives, he
who seeks finds and to those who knock it will be opened.”
Mt 7:7 “If you have the faith the size of a mustard seed, you will say to the mountain move
and it will move. Nothing will be impossible for you.” Mat 17:20. “Truly, truly I say to
you, if you believe in me you will do the works I do and greater works will you do because I
go to the Father. Whatever you ask in my name I will do it for the greater glory of the
Father through the son. Whatever you ask in my name I will do it” Jn 14:12 | We write
our individual and group script in life. The Book of Revelation is a false book
of a doom and gloom future set in stone and I reject it because it is contrary
to the teaching of Jesus above and because in my day to day life I am a witness
to the truth of the above scripture. We are presently living the beliefs and
actions of the world human society in the past. Dr Jwp JD 190829

NOTES RE: POETRY: Dr. John WorldPeace JD
I was born in 1948, in Houston, Texas. I have lived in
Albuquerque, New Mexico, since 2011.
In October 1970, I wrote my first poem. Over the last 50 years, I
have written about 3500 poems in various poetic genres. Most of
my poems could be looked at as a tiny biography of my life; onepage snap-shots of what I was thinking or experiencing at a
particular moment in time.
In June 2018, I began to self-publish all the poems I have ever
written to date in chronological order using Amazon’s selfpublishing software. There will be about 35 poem books in total.
I did not try to publish the various books in chronological order.
Along with my free-verse poems, I have published one line (not
one sentence) poems and Haiku which are 3 line poems with 5, 7,
5 syllables per line.
My genetics and my current state of health make me confident,
barring some accident, that I will live more than a few years past
100. I will continue to write poems and in fact, will probably
increase the volume of poems over the rest of my life.
I do not force my poems. I don’t write unless I feel inspired. I
have no desire to set a world record for a number of poems
written in a lifetime.
The poems are written in a couple of minutes, 2-10, then put away
in a binder in chronological order. I have lost less than a dozen
poems over the years. Usually, within a very few minutes after
writing the poem, I have no real memory of what I wrote. The
edits I make after writing a poem are minimal. Images of some of
the original cursive of many poems are online:
DrJohnWorldPeaceJDPoetry.com
I do not write poems that rhyme except incidentally. To try to fit a
poetic thought into a rhyming format, for me, breaks the flow of
the poem.
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ZEN LOTUS PETALS:
Free verse poems 12 lines or less
(spaces between lines not counted)
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I committed
to celibacy
maybe a matching companion will come
I have challenged fasting
I will control
I walk a peaceful
path
200102-1242
I have entered 2020
ringing the shepherd’s
bell
raising my staff
to catch the sun
reflect the light
heads up darkness
light comes
200102-1244
I have allowed myself
to drift too deep
in my bliss
work calls
I push back
a bit longer
200103-0911
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My path
has been long
71 years
I have found
little encouragement
along the way
200104-0611
When you learn
how to chop wood
you can do it quickly
200105-1935
This is the 6th
day of 2020
and every day
has begun
in peace
and clarity
200106-0822
My first mother-in-law
died at 86 I think
she was the Snake’s mother
she was a country girl
with a college degree
in 1948
gave it up to be a
housewife - crazy

200106-0825

and that is my memory
of her – a housewife
Hazel was her name
5
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On grandpa’s farm
I had a six-foot
leather whip
I wove a popper
out of bailing twine
I became quite
accurate with it

200106-0846

I loved the pop
and crack
and my one
armed dance
with my
popping – cracking – friend

My life
as a man of letters
officially begins
this year 2020
I have always
been a man of letters
now I will have
the official title
In laymen’s language
the Fool on the Hill
200108-2038
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I am God’s messenger
to you
I am God’s prosecutor
of you
200109-0242
I am
writing to those
who are not
listening
200110-0641
You think
you were born
you were not
you think you see
you do not
200110-0642
I have been
prepared the real message
now comes
200110-0643
I came
you were asleep
so I left
my gift of love
in your

200110-0645

and faded
away
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In the washateria
rows of machines
to make clothes
clean
white porcelain
soldiers of the
white

200110-0754

early morning
few people here
I make this
my sanctuary
on the run

I have
been writing
the date
2001 01 13
when it should be
200113
what a curious thing
200113-0037
He can juggle
in an open
convertible
one-handed
sitting down
200117-0115
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I am mesmerized
by the contents
of an open
bag of trash
200117-0120
Bending over
looking at the
world upside down
between
knee caps
200117-0125
Her beauty
slams into my mind
attached to dead balls
200117-0127
Write me a letter
send me a card
Kiss my ass
in ___ front yard
LOL
200120-0049
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You try to discount me
- WorldPeace –
saying I am combative
I am astounded
at your blindness
ignorance
but not
kiss my ass and go away
back to your
corrupt preacher.priest
He has fresh feces
for you to sniff
and eat
Do you think
I came to bring
peace
I did not
I came
200120-0055

to throw fire.light
upon the earth

Follow the light
outside your heart
and fall into
infinite darkness
for an offering
200120-0104
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I asked your mother
from where you came
she said from
the darkness
between her
legs
and you screamed
to return
to its warmth
200120-0108
I slammed back
a drink
my hat fell
off
200120-0111
And they were
astonished at his teachings
because he spoke
with authority
unlike the scribes
200120-0118
I love
napkins

and wash-rags

They are so
purposeful
useful
200120-0115

functional
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I always
find joy
When I discover
one of my poems
I did not
know
was lost

200121-2017
There is an energy
pushing me to grow
a beard
But it must be
a false guide

Because I cannot
handle the beard energy –
5 days of growth
my max
200123-0112
Those who
think I use
pot-drugs-alcohol
to tap into
my art
and poetry
are absolutely wrong
stimulates short circuit
my spiritual connection
by fogging my mind
200123-0124
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I do not
understand
musicians
but music seems
to require
a group effort
and as an outsider
it seems
making music
has a stimulant
aspect
200123-0132
The heat is intense
snakes congregate
in a small pool
of water
under the
bridge
different species
share the pool
side by side
200123-0138

curious
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Chair in front
of the door
hat hung
staff in the corner
must be a muse
sitting in the chair
smiling
invisibly
200125-1755
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FREE VERSE POEMS:
Free verse poems 13 lines or more
(spaces between lines not counted)
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The New Year
arrived yesterday
I began to watch
“Blade Runner”
a sci-fi movie
New Years Eve
and finished watching
New Year’s Day
The movie portrays
a dystopian future
with perpetual darkness
in-line with
chemtrail spraying
Solar Radiation Management
of today’s reality
I woke feeling renewed
I have disconnected
from my children
my ex-es
holidays
I am a solitary man
I am the Fool on the hill
The WorldPeace Advocate
The Advocate for Jesus Christ
Today was a blue sky day
I have worked the last
week on finishing
three poem books
from 2019
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Free verse
Petals

Haiku

I project myself
as a master poet
and a master artist
This is the year of Ascension
or the Eve of Destruction
the end of the
Garden of Eden
This year will define
the rest of my life
which I expect
to last at least another
30 years away
when I will be 101
1899-200102-0316
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2019 a year
of intense processing
thousands of poems
writing more now
new inspiration
requires a sorting
decision
free verse poems
petals
Haiku
I have always walked
two worlds
Earth Dreamscape
Spiritual Heaven
now intense
recording
Dr John Worldpeace JD:
A Life
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Second day of 2020
from weeks
of basking
creating poems.petals.Haiku
today back to work
defective clients
terminating
2019 loose ends
Something has changed
in a year of solitude
my PTSD is gone
negative emotions
locked out
Finding peace
in a chaotic dreamscape
no easy task
but over the threshold
of a New Year
it seems
baggage was left in
the doorway out
of 2019
1900-200102-1217
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I will be 72
this year
and there have
been few years
since I was 13
that I have not
driven myself
to the max
I have dictated for myself
big visions. huge goals
which can only be
accomplished
with the help
of discarnate entities
with greater
access to knowledge
than a soul
locked into a limited
human vehicle
Yes, there is Jesus: but there are an
infinite number of these lesser loving
beings dedicated to helping
you through your life
your dreamscape
1901-200103-0718
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Grandfather’s farm
a sacred place
old out buildings
no longer inhabitable
now storehouses
and one for
removing corn from
the cob
An old cast iron devise
attached to a
2 x 4 foot bin
to catch the corn
the crank turns
the ear of corn spins
the cob comes up
the kernels
rain down
They are great peace
in this small shrine
5x6x6
200103-0816
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My two official wives
for 19 years each
were hard-pressed
and not capable
of understanding
the solving
of life’s complexities
Each morning
I would give them
the daily plan
And far too often
they would say
“But you said…”
frustration to me
in a complex intense life
with multiple goals
you have to daily
tweak your path

200103-0845

nothing can be set
in stone
because nothing
is set in stone in this
Earth Dreamscape
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I used to feel sad
for couples in true love
from teenage years
who were left alone
late in life
by a passing spouse
Now I see
that the surviving years
are filled with
incredible memories
rich in love
and lifetime
challenges
overcome
and maybe
surviving
loving children
and grandchildren
200103-0850
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Many times
I could have
abandoned my destiny
Lived small
and a moronic job
I did not
could not
Too late now
quitting now
means a wasted life
I am amazed
at how many times
I had a chance
to leave
and did not
200104-1800
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I wrote a petal
yesterday about
the below
but I did not
reveal it completely
Before my birth
I became aware
of standing at the
the opening of a wormhole
Guarded by two Angels
dressed as Roman soldiers
guarding the entrance
I heard voices
telling me that
what I had accomplished
in my prior lives
was because I
was born into a
family of money and connections
and guaranteed education
Later in this life, I realized
these dark souls had
thwarted me
in many lives
and I always
beat them
and it became public
knowledge
each and all were my
nemesis
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I stupidly
changed my birth parents
due to my arrogance
and more so my faith
they left
I then saw God
my personal God
as an old man
white beard
heavy white robe
walking surrounded by
light surrounded
by darkness
I looked at Him
ashamed of what I
had done
because this life
was set at a very
critical time
in the history
of man on earth
I asked if I was going
to make it or had I
screwed everything up
Before I received
an answer
I was pulled
into the wormhole
to conception
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I believe this
was a memory
that came to me
by way of a dream
when I was 8
I did not fully understand
this until I met a psychic
in 1985 named Penny
10 years my senior
who put the pieces of my life
together with me
What she told me
I intuitively knew
it was not her
manipulation
of my mind
It made her mad
that I was stronger
than she
so even as
we had been bound
tightly in prior lives
we were both
very independent in this one
One thing more
those dark souls
incarnated in this life
and in a sense put
their thumbs
on the scale
of my success
by actively thwarting
me in this life
29
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I know all
their names
I was amazed
at their interference
There are two maybe
3 groups and they are
all dark souls
A metaphor
would be Satan’s
closest imps
the darkest in my life
Since yesterday
I have come to see
that all my life
at many significant
crossroads
I have made choices
that required a lot of work
or what some would
call suffering
at the least a
harder path
Everytime I took
the road less traveled
I always subordinated
everything and everyone
to my agreed destiny
Now I am 71
and 2020 is the critical
year for the
world human society
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I have been in training
for this year all my life
I am alone now
all the past
ties with humans
have been cut
I only speak to my
landlord who is one
of those many
significant helpers in
my life but
not a significant
friend
but a significant
acquaintance
I would say
Jesus had no one but
Mary Magdelene
who was not
a lover or wife
but a light
in his life
I have had a long life
on my path
I have absolute
faith in what
I am doing
I will die
on this path
so very far
from here
1902-200105-0126
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JOHN M
My son John,
was it seemed,
the child who
would come
to work with
me
The Snake told me
in 1985-6
that she hated
him because
he was too
much like me
He became a cop
which always seemed
his destiny
and I waited
for over 15 years
for him to
come on board
He never did
In July 2018,
he finally opened
up in some emails
that he was not
with me but one of my
most significant nemesis
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There was no doubt
in my mind
that his wife M
turned him against me
I told John
10 years ago
that if he surrounded himself
with the Snake
his wife and
my father’s companion
my sister, my daughter
they would twist
his mind and
I was right
In the Marines
in the training phase
and years after
he was known
as the Pope
Funny it was
admitted by the Snake
in 1986 in counseling
to save our marriage
that she was intimidated
by my faith
and my focus
and control
and constant
reading of the Bible
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She never touched
a Bible while
we were together
only after we
split did she become
a Holy Roller
It did not last
in part, her faith was to
manipulate my
twisted sister
also a blind Christian
I have disconnected
from my son
and through 18 months
of significant meditation
and review
saw his darkness
His wife is dark
Sadly I will never
know his children
I have to assume
they will grow up
like their parents
but who knows
I do not expect
any interaction
with them
until they are adults
and maybe seek
me out
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My position in life
is well recorded
and documented
for anyone interested
1903-200105-0144
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Beginning in June 2018
I began to organize
my poems
(which are more
dynamic that just
poems)
processing
of 50 years
of poetic notes
in October 2019
I finished
But between October 1, 2019
and the end of 2019
I wrote

77 free verse
1000 petals
250 Haiku

A huge body of
work for 3 months time
more or less
I understand
what I am doing now
and have already
written 12 poems
in 2020
200105-0152
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Today
the final supplement
to my Compete Poems 1970-2019
was published
It has the effect
of a bookend
of all the poems
I have written
to the end of 2019
2020 begins a new year
and I will publish
year to year
a book of complete poems
and books for each genre
of poems individually
The affect
was that
I experienced
a tiredness that
was physical
but also on
the soul level
I went to the eye doctor
and fell asleep for
seconds during
some of the tests
I returned home
after a quick grocery run
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Had my dinner
about 1500
I could not finish
went to bed
and slept deep
for 4 hours
up at 1900
I live in a psychic
world dedicated
to increasing the peace
in the world human society
refusing to give
individual readings
I turned my
life over to that
energy in 1988
when I changed
my name
I seek knowledge for the benefit and uplifting
of the world human society
1904-200108-2026
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I am coming
to understand
how asleep
humans are
They dedicate
so much energy
to just surviving
in this earth dreamscape
taking care of family
They have no time to
meditate and pray
So things that
are obvious to me
because of my priority
in life has been
to understand life are not something
the average person
considers
This is the year of ascension
in which humans will
awake into a higher
level of understanding
with more spiritual channels open
1905-200108-2031
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I logged
another day
of inner peace
8 days
this year
I am living
a new reality
I needed
the experience
of family
but the
micro reality
of that
experience
was a

total write-off
of energy

The global reality
connects me with
all fathers and mothers
sisters and brothers
200108-2047
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The visual aspect
of the poisonous
chemtrails
is once a week
I see huge
crosses
in the sky
white crosses
on blue sky
This maybe the
metaphor for
the projected
Second Coming
of the false
Book of Revelation
or maybe I should
say the misinterpretation
For sure the crosses
are surreal
high in the sky
and poisonous
200108-2055
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Were you there
when the Silent Spring
came
Not the one
that comes each year
in Spring
with rain and
infinite green
No, not that one
I am talking about
the warning
that came in fire
in yellow blue
red and orange
The one that
came in charcoal grays
that came in ashes
The one that came
in silence with
everything terminated
and cremated
I ask those
who live on that
purged ground
Do you feel
better that
the elected king
said all would be
OK again
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But not in your
lifetime
I am not sure did he say
that the

ongoing
climate change
the global warming
and the Solar Radiation Management
was just
a passing dream?

Did he say return to
business as usual just a passing dream?
1906-200109-0206
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I am the messenger
and the message
is not good
nor one you will believe
or take to heart
You are killing
Mother Earth
the Garden of Eden
for money
and greed
and loving feel good
apathy
Your democracy
of the majority vote
has overridden
God
The majority
can have anything
it wants
Empty oceans
chem sprayed skies
poisoned crops
and cancerous
birds and deer and dogs
You can trade
it all for a
brand new car

1907-200109-0218

No need for
horses anymore
45
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THE CLOWN AWAY
I saw the
bell bottomed clown
jump into the cloudy
blue sky
And fast float
up up and away
He had the sacred
documents in
his hands
the world watched
his going away
saying he would
come back
someday
when the people
had true love
in their hearts
and clown happiness
in their minds
He would come back
on that day
200108-xxx
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ORIGAMI PEACE CRANES
The old man
sits under the old
oak tree
the heat of Summer
the small breeze
the humidity
of the Gulf Coast
A stack of
cheap exquisite
origami paper
sits on the
old oak
saloon table
He writes his simple prayer
on the blank side of the paper
“Lord make me an instrument
of your peace.”
He bends and folds
the thin paper
then unfolds
his paper crane
and stands it up
wings spread
as if ready
to fly
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two heads
North and South
or
East and West
duality
just the same
If some sweet
young children
come by
he gives them
permission
to take
a little loving crane
and if not taken
when he is ready
to move along
He takes his
short wire stand
out of his
magic box
and mounts
a select crane on top
and stands
it in the antique
ashtray.
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He says a prayer
of peace
he says a
prayer of love
and takes out a
kitchen match
and sets it on fire
a small sincere
prayer to heaven
smokes
to the other side
Ashes to ashes
dust to dust
He packs
up his things
in his well worn
leather bag
and walks away
leaving a few
cranes
never looking back
Miles and miles
to go before
he sleeps
Thinking
Johnny Appleseed
as he makes his way
1910-200113-2344
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HAIKU
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001. The stepping stones stretch
far back to birth ahead death
I’m still on the path
200104-0617
002. Enlightenment comes
the world human society
ascension begins
200108-2034
003. All thing speeding up
much much more to do – must do
not yet strapped in.down
200118-0214
004. I do sleep better
when the bed was made this morning
I crawl in this night
200118-0223
005. I climb to the top
of the mountain but cannot
see the sea. smell salt
200118-0226
006. The food crumbs feed the
evil spirits around my
desk as I work tranced
200118-0229
007. I have to write
the Haiku twice
once for content once for form
200118-0241
008. I am being taught
at a racer’s pace my craft
they teach I learn – fast
200118-0246
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009. Chilling wind riding
my motorcycle iron horse
biting cold true bliss
200119-0626
010. Waiting for Sunday
to wake up and reveal the
Land of Enchantment
200119-0631
011. A man without a
religion – a fish without
any bicycles
200119-0634
012. What day is dawning
no markers to distinguish
boring routine work
200119-0638
013. In my apartment
every room an adventure
scripting my dreamscape
200119-0642
014. All my old schoolmates
outperforming me: not now
their parents cloned dead
015. I never did realize
Martin Luther King spoke so
deeply poetic
200119-0648
016. Never ran after
any women clients friends
when no chemistry
200119-0649
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DAILY POETIC COMMENTARY:
on politics, religion, the environment,
WorldPeace
It is my opinion, based on feedback from thousands of my postings
on social media (where I have been told that my thoughts are good
but the length of my postings are just too much. 700-1500 words)
that a poetic format for social commentary is more in sync with
written communications on the internet. Especially on Twitter with a
140 character limitation.
On the internet, everything is condensed to short sound bytes as has
been commercial advertising for almost a century.
Chopping up ideas within commentary, truncating sentences,
removing weak adjectives and adverbs and articles and punctuation
and spacing words on a page is a more effective way to communicate
with people who are not inclined to read probably because they never
really developed that skill.
The average American adult reading level is that of a 9th grader. But
popular mass-market novels are written at a 7th grade level because
studies show adults prefer reading two grades below their ability.
– Google
Poetry is really a form of “Pidgin English” or “City Speak” or
“Opera Talk”. Most people ignore words they do not know in a
sentence. Poetry falls apart if it loses the reader.
So I have created a Cryptic Speak Poetry and applied it to
summarizing news articles while inserting when possible a
metaphysical dynamic.
Note: I write all my poems with an old school fountain pen in cursive or I print
them. But I type political poems. When I fully understand why, I will relate it
here. DrJwpJD 200129
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WHO IS DR JOHNWORLDPEACE JD?
1) The Advocate for Jesus Christ
I am a believer in Jesus and his message
I am not a member of any Christian church and so
I am not a Christian
I believe Christians are Jews
and the main branch of Judaism
who follow Jesus the Messiah who was born a Jew,
raised a Jew, taught as a Jew
was crucified the King of the Jews
God’s angel promised Abraham that the progeny of Isaac would be
“as the stars of the heavens” Genesis 22: 17-18. The Christian Jews,
the main branch of Judaism, are 2 billion in the world.
The archaic branch of Judaism numbers 15 million in the world
God’s angel promised Hagar her son, the firstborn of Abraham,
Ishmael’s progeny “will be too many to count… His hand will be
against everyone and everyone’s hand against him.” Genesis 16: 10 &
12. The Muslims, the progeny of Ishmael through Mohammed, are 2
billion in the world.
.
2) The one and only Global Advocate for Peace and WorldPeace
3) An advocate for Peace but not a Pacifist

All religions are corporate entities
When the message of a religious founder
is in conflict with the perceived preservation
of the corporate religious body,
the message of the founder is skewed.
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I believe in:

One Humanity
One Global Nation
One Global Democracy
~ I am White and male due to genetics
~ I am an American because I was born in America
~ My parents chose to raise me as a Christian, I
have chosen to have no corporate religious
affiliation. I am not a religionist of any stripe but a
spiritualist.
My signature statement is:

How can we increase the level of peace in the world
human society if we do not include everyone (all races,
all religions, all nations, all genders) in our vision of
peace? The answer is we cannot !
A White peace will never increase the level of Peace in the
world human society
A Male peace will never increase the level of Peace in the
world human society.
An American peace will never increase the level of Peace in the
world human society
A Christian peace will never increase the level of Peace in the
world human society
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My acknowledged prejudice against far right conservatives.
I am friends with Americans
but not White Racist
I am friends with Germans
but not neo-Nazis
I am friends with Muslims
but not ISIS and Taliban
I am friends with Jews
but not Zionists
ETC
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Who is Dr. John WorldPeace JD ?
When I was 8 years old, I became aware that all human beings die.
I became aware that these fragile human bodies are not immortal
and eternal but are mortal and finite. I also became aware that at
the end of each life, one's consciousness exits this earth
dreamscape with nothing but one's experiences. Into this reality,
we all come without material possessions, other than our human
bodies, and from this reality, we all leave with only the script of
our lives which we wrote. That is our testament and upon that
testament, we should contemplate; not just when we die but often
as we experience this life.
My primary purpose in this life is to challenge the predatory
nature of homo sapiens globally. My focus is on bringing forward
a more sane and just world human society and thereby increase
the level of peace in the world human society.
It is my intention to live a minimalist life to prove that the
accumulation of wealth is not necessary for a happy and successful
life. In fact, a life of accumulation and attachment to things
creates confusion and chaos in one’s life as well as the world
human society. The only power I will have in this life is the power
of the truth of the various aspects of my Advocacy for peace and
WorldPeace.
My concept of family discounts biology. All men are my father,
brother, son. All women are my mother, sister, daughter. Children
are of my body, not my soul.
I do not belong to any organization. I am not a religionist but a
spiritualist. The difference is that religion is a licensed corporation.
Spirituality is a direct relationship with God. It greatly irritates me
for preachers to speak to the congregation as “church”. I am not a
church. I am a human being.

I changed my name to John WorldPeace (one word) on April 1,
1988, Good Friday and April Fool's day. I changed my name to
WorldPeace as evidence of my commitment to increasing the level
of peace in the world human society.
I have been self-employed 95% of my working career in
insurance, accounting, tax, law, and web design. I will never retire.
I am also an artist and writer and poet.
My funds come from my web design business, art, and books. All
incoming monies go to promoting my businesses which
collaterally promotes WorldPeace in one way or another. My ego
is firmly anchored in my WorldPeace Advocacy and not in anyway
with the egotistic accumulation and management of physical assets
or money in the bank as an objective in my life or measure of my
success. I am 100% committed to increasing the peace in the
world human society and not committed to the accumulation of
assets except incidentally, as above, to promote WorldPeace.
I am primarily an Advocate for Peace and WorldPeace, but I am
not a pacifist. For the most part, everything I have done in this life
has been focused on increasing the level of peace in the world
human society. My art, business, writings, education, if you take
the time to engage with what I have communicated in words on
my flagship website (johnworldpeace.com) and deeds, will show a
focus on constantly increasing the level of peace in the world
human society. For me, it is absolutely critical that my life reflects
my philosophy and my cosmology.
How can we increase the level of peace in the world human
society if we do not include everyone (all races, all nationalities, all
religions, all genders) in our vision of peace? This is the only
question that matters to me.

